Team Developer 2005 - Program Temporary
Fixes (PTFs)
List of Defects Fixed
Program Temporary Fixes (PTFs) offer quick resolution to specific known problems in a given
release. Therefore, PTFs do not go through the same extensive quality assurance and field
testing as do Maintenance Releases or Major Product Releases.
This document contains a list of known bugs present in Team Developer 2005 and for which
verified fixes have since been made in the base version. Since PTFs are cumulative, those
fixes listed in a given PTF are available only in combination with all fixes listed for earlier PTFs.

PTF1 (Build 13724)
Defect ID

Description

80321

Some fonts are not getting set correctly on pushbuttons, group boxes, background text,
check boxes and radio buttons.

80869

In Coding Assistant, typing an incomplete name, then Ctrl+spacebar, should bring up a list
of names matching the partial name, but it does not.

80910

Team Developer crashes when the mouse is moved over a table on QuickTab form in which
TTAddTool() and TTDeleteTool() are both called during SAM_Create.

81097

Right Justify and Center Justify formatting don't work.

81347

Team Developer crashes when a docked output window is closed.

81389

With OLE DB connections to Informix,invoking a stored procedure using function
SqlPrepareSP will fail if the procedure name is supplied as a bind variable rather than a
literal.

81612

Unable to open a Report Builder report if its name contains 4 or more double-byte
characters in it.

81652

When the mouse is "hovered" over a defined variable, QuickInfo should appear, but does
not.

81667

When you perform a Find operation while the Windows item is highlighted in the left pane of
the IDE, the Find dialog box lacks a Selection radio button.

81739

Report Builder does not "remember" settings that direct different pages to different paper
trays.

81740

When a SQLWindows application loads a second SQLWindows application using
SalLoadApp(), on rare occasions it will get runtime error "cannot read file", followed by
"cannot read application file".

82075

When connecting to SQL Server via OLEDB, and using a bind variable within the ROUND()
aggregate function, user gets message "Error '-2147467259 Syntax error or access

violation'".
82161

Class cQuickHTTP does not return correct Source and SourceSize properties for certain
URLs.

82206

Specifying different trays on some printers doesn't work. Report Builder always prints from
the top tray or tray 1.

82210

In Team Developer applications with large numbers of menu items, sometimes menu
shortcuts do not work.

82211

In Team Developer applications with large numbers of menu items, sometimes invoking a
menu item causes execution of the wrong code.

82255

Team Developer crashes when the child window of an MDI window is resized, then closed.

82287

When using the OLEDB consumer against a database other than SQLBase, changing
DBP_AUTOCOMMIT at runtime from ON to OFF multiple times returns error "Cannot start
more transactions on this session"

82300

SalReportPrint only prints one copy although nCopies parameter is greater than 1.

82302

Report Builder sometimes issues an error message stating that the report page size is
larger than the paper size.

82310

Team Developer crashes when focus is set to child table column of parent form window
after setting focus to child table column of child dialog window.

82562

Calling SalPrtSetup to change the paper type and the paper tray settings does not work; it
prints using only the default paper tray.

82356

For form windows that are children of MDI windows, runtime focus should go to the first
child window of the form, but does not.

82375

A form window specified as maximized at design time shows up in normal state under
Linux.

82406

On Linux, it appears that Team Developer is using the rights of the user who installed it, not
the user who is currently running it.

82422

Function SalColorSet() slightly changes the font size of pushbuttons. On Linux the
appearance changes are more pronounced.

82570

Team Developer crashes after changing Page Range in the "Print" dialog when trying to
print a report using Oracle database.

82635

Report Builder is not displaying TrueType fonts correctly.

82981

When porting a Report Builder CQT file from Team Developer 3.1 to Team Developer 2005,
the rendering behavior is not identical for borders with dynamic line wrapping.

83054

Team Developer crashes when one repeatedly connects to various databases in the same
session using OLEDB.

83100

Calling SAL function SalFileCopy from a C++ application crashes even after calling
SalApiInit().

83241

Team Developer crashes if SalFile* functions are called on a file which does not exist.

83292

Team Developer deployer installs SQLBase components although it was requested not to
install them.

83319

For applications that use qcktabs.apl, the user cannot add additional tabs to an existing
instance of cQuickTabsForm.

83320

For applications that use qcktabs.apl, when the application is opened and a context menu is
invoked, Team Developer crashes.
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